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Abstract
Facilitating the visual exploration of scientific data has
received increasing attention in the past decade or so. Es-
pecially in life science related application areas the amount
of available data has grown at a breath taking pace. In this
paper we describe an approach that allows for visual in-
spection of large collections of molecular compounds. In
contrast to classical visualizations of such spaces we in-
corporate a specific focus of analysis, for example the out-
come of a biological experiment such as high throughout
screening results. The presented method uses this experi-
mental data to select molecular fragments of the underly-
ing molecules that have interesting properties and uses the
resulting space to generate a two dimensional map based
on a singular value decomposition algorithm and a self-
organizing map. Experiments on real datasets show that
the resulting visual landscape groups molecules of similar
chemical properties in densely connected regions.
1. Introduction
A crucial step in drug discovery remains the so-called
High Throughput Screening (HTS) and the subsequent
analysis of the generated data. In this screening, hundreds
of thousands of potential drug candidates are automatically
tested for a desired activity, such as blocking a specific bind-
ing site or attachment to a particular protein. This activity is
believed to be connected to, for example, the inhibition of a
specific disease. Once all these compounds have been auto-
matically screened, a large amount of data have to be ana-
lyzed and explored in order to select a few hundred promis-
ing candidates for further, more careful and cost-intensive
analysis. This step is critical for the success of the entire
drug discovery process.
Recent approaches based on data mining techniques fo-
cus on the analysis of the molecular structure and the extrac-
tion of pieces of these molecules that are correlated with
activity. Such fragments can be used to directly identify
groups of promising molecules (clustering). They can also
be used to predict activity in other compounds (classifica-
tion) [6] and to guide the synthesis of new ones.
The number of relevant molecular fragments is often
very large and they cannot be directly visualized nor ex-
haustively explored by biochemists. However, these frag-
ments can be used to identify groups of molecules with sim-
ilar characteristics. In this context, visualization and index-
ing techniques for large data spaces can provide a powerful
tool for the overall HTS analysis process.
The present work describes a data mining process to gen-
erate a similarity map of molecular compounds. The dis-
tance and relative position of compounds in the map are
representative of the similarity of their chemical structure.
The generation and selection of the appropriate features is
critical for the quality of the map. We, then, apply a dimen-
sional scaling to the feature space and a subsequent projec-
tion in a 2D gray scale bitmap.
The unsupervised learning process has been applied to
a well-known set of real molecular compounds, the NCI
HIV screen dataset. The resulting map has produced dis-
tinct clusters of similar compounds. In order to verify the
quality of the map we have exploited a publicly available
classification of a small subset of the compounds.
The proposed approach can be used to explore a large set
of molecules. The user (a biochemist) can interact with the
map by selecting and visualizing neighboring compounds.
The proposed technique can be used to generate a molec-
ular compounds atlas from datasets with known chemical
properties and classes. It can provide an overall view of the
known compounds and an unknown compound can be pro-
jected on the map to have a first hint on its chemical class
and properties.
In the next section, we briefly discuss some related works
in the field of the visual exploration of scientific data and, in
particular, of biochemical data. In section 3, we introduce
the overall framework for the generation of maps of molec-
ular compounds. Then, we present the components of the
proposed framework, which are the frequent subgraph min-
ing algorithm, the multi-dimensional scaling technique, and
the self-organizing maps, respectively, in sections 4, 5, and
6. In section 7, we present and discuss the experimental
results. Finally, we provide conclusive remarks.
2. Related Work
Studies in Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationships
(QSAR) focus on the determination of proper features to
analyze and classify molecular compounds. This is based
on the assumption that structurally similar compounds will
have similar physico-chemical properties, such as molec-
ular weight, dipole moment, energies and other electronic
and spectroscopic properties. For example, new compounds
are selected for the synthesis when they maximize the pres-
ence of functional groups and desired features.
In our approach we do not use any of these features; we
take directly the topological structure of the molecules into
account. A molecular compound can be represented as an
attributed graph and chemical substructures can be used to
discriminate among different classes. We directly adopt the
frequent subgraphs as features for our knowledge discovery
process. While this approach seems quite straightforward,
its computational complexity and the very large number of
frequent fragments have limited its adoption so far.
Self-Organizing Maps have been used extensively in
chemistry [8, 15] and biology applications, and in partic-
ular in the field of QSAR [3, 19, 22]. These studies have
adopted the SOM to perform the QSAR analysis; while in
other cases (e.g., [7]), the SOM have been used to select
the best subset of features to carry out a subsequent QSAR
analysis.
In some application related to the gene expression clus-
terization and visualization ([18, 21]) the SOM neural net-
work was used as a tool for clustering and visualization in
order to obtain an ”executive summary” of a massive gene
expression data set. In [18] the U-Matrix tool [23] for SOM
visualization was used. In other works similar neural maps
derived from the original SOM algorithm were used, e.g.
the DSOM model in [26].
In [17] an online service provides a self-organizing map
of 65 x 50 clusters of the compounds tested in the NCI
anti-HIV Screen. The map contains about 42,000 AIDS-
screened compounds, both active and inactive, clustered by
structure similarity.
3. Framework for the generation of molecular
compounds maps
The overall process of knowledge discovery for the vi-
sual exploration of molecular compounds is shown in Fig-
ure 1. Input data, undirected labeled graphs representing
the molecular compounds, are first processed to extract and
select features that might be relevant to the application do-
main. In our approach we adopt the frequent molecular
fragments (subgraphs) as features of the molecules because
they might be directly correlated with the activity and can
be used to directly identify groups of similar compounds.
However, even for relatively small datasets the set of
all frequent fragments is enormous: a single molecule of
average size can already contain in the order of hundreds
of thousands of different fragments. Hence, we adopt the
closed frequent subgraphs which carry equivalent informa-
tion more efficiently than the frequent ones.
Nevertheless, the set of features is still very large and de-
fines a high-dimensional space of the input data, making the
analysis very difficult. Techniques from statistics, machine
learning and data mining can be applied to provide a model
of the data that can be more conveniently interpreted by the
user. We adopt a multi-dimensional scaling technique, the
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), to cope with such a
problem. Our ultimate goal is a visual summary of the set
of compounds that provides information on their similarity.
Thus, the dimensionally-reduced space is further projected
into a two-dimensional gray scale bitmap by means of the
Self-Organizing Maps.
In the next section, we introduce the subgraph mining
step, which determines the high-dimensional feature space.
4. Frequent subgraph mining
The problem of selecting molecular fragments in a set of
molecules can be formulated in terms of Frequent Subgraph
Mining (FSM) in a set of graphs, in analogy to the Associ-
ation Rule Mining (ARM) problem [1, 29]. While in ARM
the main structure of the data is a list of items and the basic
operation is the subset test, FSM relies on graph and sub-
graph isomorphism.
Molecules are represented by attributed graphs, in which
each vertex represents an atom and each edge a bond be-


























Figure 1. Framework for the visual analysis of molecular compounds
atom type (i.e., the chemical element), a possible charge,
and whether it is part of an aromatic ring. Each edge car-
ries an attribute that indicates the bond type (single, dou-
ble, triple, or aromatic). Frequent molecular fragments are
subgraphs that have a certain minimum support in a given
set of graphs, i.e., are part of at least a certain percentage
(minSupp) of the molecules. These topological fragments
carry important information and may be representative of
those functional components in the compounds that are re-
sponsible for a positive behavior. However, the high number
of frequent fragments that can be found in a large dataset
suggests the adoption of the closed frequent subgraphs for
a more efficient definition of the feature space. A closed
frequent subgraph is a frequent subgraph whose support is
higher than the support of all its proper supergraphs.
Existing subgraph mining methods attempt to implicitly
organize the space of all possible subgraphs in a lattice,
which models subgraph relationships. The search then re-
duces to traversing this lattice, according to either a depth-
first or a breadth-first strategy, and reporting all subgraphs
that fulfill the desired criteria (feature selection). A number
of approaches to find frequent molecular fragments have
been published [4, 5, 13, 28]. The algorithm [4] that we
have adopted, is based on a depth-first search strategy with
advanced pruning techniques in order to reduce the genera-
tion of redundant search nodes.
5. Multi-dimensional scaling
The feature selection phase described in the previous
section suffers the curse of dimensionality problem [2].
This drawback can be solved using a factorial analysis tech-
nique, in order to reduce the multidimensional vector space.
The multidimensional input pattern set can be represented
by a reduced number of latent factors that are able to de-
scribe the information contained in the original set. Given
m compounds and n frequent fragments, it is possible to de-
fine a matrix A(m,n) where the element (i, j) is set to 1 when
fragment j is contained in compound i. The Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) [9] of matrix A defines a mapping
between the m compounds and n frequent fragments into a
vector space S, in which both compounds and fragments are
represented. The SVD is defined by
A = UΣV T , (1)
where U(m,n) and V(n,n) are orthonormal matrices and
Σ(n,n) is a diagonal matrix whose elements, (σ1, σ2, ..., σn)
with σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ ... ≥ σn ≥ 0, are called the singular val-
ues of A. The columns of U and the columns of V are called,
respectively, left and right singular vectors of A.
The vector space reduction is performed using the Trun-
cated Singular Value Decomposition (TSVD) [10]. Given
a positive integer r with r < n, the TSVD is defined by
A˜ = U˜ Σ˜V˜ T (2)
where the matrix U˜ is obtained from the matrix U by
suppressing the last n−r columns, the matrix V˜ is obtained
from the matrix V by suppressing the last n − r columns,
and matrix Σ˜ is obtained from matrix Σ by suppressing the
last n − r rows and the last n− r columns. The molecular
compounds represented in the reduced order vector space,
are used for training the Self-Organizing Map, as described
in the next section.
6. Self-Organizing Maps for Clustering and Vi-
sualization
Self-Organizing Maps [20] are neural networks inspired
by some structure in biological brain. These neural struc-
tures (both biological and artificial) are capable of building
maps of the input data, input stimuli in biological case, that
preserve their neighborhood relationships. These maps can
be used to build a visualization tool that allows to identify
clusters or structures in input data [11].
The SOM algorithm principle defines a sort of elastic lat-
tice of simple processing units that are organized in order to
fit a set of points in a high-dimensional input space and to
approximate their density function. For details of the learn-
ing algorithm we refer to [20].
The main application of the SOM is the visualization of
high-dimensional data in a two dimensional manner and the
creation of abstractions like in many clustering techniques
[12]. After the learning stage, the inputs can be associated
to the nearest network unit. When the surface is visualized,
the inputs are distributed as landmarks on the map.
6.1 Map dimensions
The number of units in a SOM map can widely vary de-
pending on different constrains. Usually it is related to the
number of the available training patterns, according to some
heuristics (e.g. the one used in the Matlab SOMToolbox
[25]), it can also be related to the specific clustering prob-
lem or to the visualization needs.
In [24] the authors distinguish the k-means SOMs (the
ones that have a number of units that is a fraction of the
number of training patterns) and the Emergent SOM, were
the map has a large number of neural units, that is not re-
lated to the clustering problem. The k-means SOMs are
the large majority and widely used, but the use of a ”large”
SOM map can produce interesting results. Using a large
SOM map it is possible to obtain a fine grain coverage of the
input manifold, of course many of the units will be dead-
units (i.e. they are not labeled with any input pattern) but
they cover the space between clusters and, when the pattern
clusters are isolated, constitutes a sort of ”don’t know” area
for patterns that are added after the learning stage.
Large SOM maps can be visualized as images using the
U-Matrix technique explained below.
6.2 The U-MATRIX visualization
The U-Matrix is a standard method for SOM visualiza-
tion and is suitable for the visualization of large SOM maps
[23]. The U-Matrix is a gray scale image matrix that is
build ”over” the two-dimensional SOM lattice and has the
same dimensions. The gray level of the g i element of the





where Ni is the set of the neighborhood units of the unit
i and d(wi, wj) is the distance between the unit i and the
unit j in the input space.
7. Experimental results
The validation of the proposed framework for the visual
analysis of molecular compounds has been carried out on
a set of real molecular compounds. We used the publicly
available DTP AIDS Antiviral Screen dataset [16] of the
National Cancer Institute. The screen measures the protec-
tion of human CEM cells from HIV-1 infection [27]. In par-
ticular, we used the 325 compounds belonging to the con-
firmed active (CA) class.
The feature vectors are obtained by means of the frequent
subgraph mining process described in section 4 with a min-
imum support of 10%. The feature generation and selection
Figure 2. UMatrix representation of 325 HIV-
active molecular compounds
phase obtains 640 molecular fragments. Consequently, each
of the 325 compounds is represented by means of a vector
of 640 binary components.
In order to obtain a data model that can be better interpreted
and exploited, the multidimensional scaling technique de-
scribed in section 5 has been applied. The original vector
space has been reduced, using the Truncated Singular Value
Decomposition, into the vector space defined by means of
the most significant 20 singular values over the total 640.
The SOM used for visualization is a 100 × 100 square lat-
tice. The training phase according to [20] is split into gross
learning with αi = 0.3 αf = 0.001 and σi = 20, σf = 1
and the refinement with αi = 0.1 αf = 0.001 and σi =
5, σf = 1.
The overall data pipeline has been implemented in the
data mining workflow management system KNIME [14].
The user can configure and execute the workflow, which
produces an interactive map for the exploration and analysis
of the set of compounds. The result is shown in Figure 2
using the U-Matrix representation.
A partial classification of the active compounds in the
dataset is available at [16]. The classification identifies 7
chemical groups (table 1) for only 57 compounds of the 325
used in the training. In order to verify the correctness of
the unsupervised learning process, we have marked those
57 compounds with their known class (Figure 2). Several
clusters of compounds with the same label can be easily
identified.
Finally, we have selected different areas and verified that
similar compounds lie close on the map. In the top right
(a) 3 of 5 compounds have class label BT
(b) 7 of 14 compounds have class label P
Figure 3. Two neighborhoods of molecular compounds
area of Figure 2, three distinct labels BT appear. In the
area of their close neighborhood, a total of 5 compounds
are located (Figure 3(a)). Three correspond to compounds
classified as BT, while two have no a priori classification. It
should be noticed that the compounds 625487 and 676949
overlap in the map and actually have the same chemical
structure. Apparently, the same compound has been stored
in the NCI database with two different NSC numbers.
In the bottom center-right area of Figure 2, three labels
P appear. In the their neighborhood, there is a total of 14
compounds (Figure 3(b)), some of which overlap. Only
7 of the 14 compounds have been assigned to the class
of Azido Pyrimidines (label P). The others have no a
priori classification, while it is evident from their chemical
structure that they do belong to this class. In particular,
the compound 602670 is the Zidovudine, a.k.a. the
azidothymidine (AZT) group, which is a well known an-
tiretroviral drug, the first one approved for treatment of HIV.
8. Conclusions
We have presented an architecture for the visual explo-
ration of molecular compounds. The overall knowledge dis-
covery process is based on the generation of features, multi-
dimensional scaling and self-organizing maps to generate a
visual and interactive representation of the feature space and
the similarity among molecules.
Two main underlying choices determine the focus of the
analysis that can be performed with such maps, namely the
set of the input molecules and the set of features. Different
criterions can be adopted to select the features for a given
dataset, which might be representative of different chemi-
cal classes (e.g., functional groups) or other properties, e.g.
tested activity for the inhibition of different diseases. In our
tests, we have adopted the closed frequent subgraphs for
their topological information that is directly connected to
chemical properties.
SOM and UMatrix visualization allow inspecting the re-
lationships among the molecules by means of both inter and
intra-cluster distances. This is exactly in the aim of building
an atlas of drug candidates.
We have applied the method to the set of active com-
pounds of the NCI AIDS antiviral screen dataset. A qual-
itative performance analysis has confirmed the validity of
the proposed approach. Topologically similar compounds
appear close on the map, while different ones are clearly
separated by dark borders.
In future research activity we intend to perform a quan-
titative analysis of the results and a comparison with other
techniques for the projection and the visualization of high-
dimensional spaces. Moreover, clustering techniques can
be applied to the generated 2D map and directly to the fea-
ture space. Further research efforts will also focus on the
comparison and integration of different analysis contexts.
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